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Kangen Water® available on-site. Free refills
with the purchase of our Ranger Water Bottle.

WHAT INFORMATION IS PROVIDED BY A QUANTUM

• Amino Acids

NUTRITION SCAN?

• Body Toxins
• Cardiovascular Function
A Quantum Nutrition Scan is non-invasive
and painless. It is a literal biofield scan
which can detect toxin and body chemistry
levels.
Each report includes functional
information and treatment

• Liver, Pancreas, Kidney Function
• Hormone Levels
• Vitamin & Mineral Levels
• Heavy Metals
• Thyroid Function

Body chemistry has everything to do with the way we function, including
our thoughts, feelings, thought patterns, physiology, behavior, pathology,
and emotional regulation.

• Fatty Acids

Many pathologies are the direct result of body chemistry imbalances. A primary
nutrient was are deprived of is good quality water. Although we are told that

EATING RIGHT? EXERCISING?
AND STILL… NOTHING IS
WORKING? CONSIDER THIS...

distilled or spring water is good for us, the truth is, just the plastic bottling alone,
takes away from benefits that could be in the water. We are told by many
authorative figures such as the FDA and medical science what we need to stay
healthy, including the quantity of what we should consume. The truth is your
body may not need what Tommy or Susan need. What are the levels in your
body system and what is your body asking for?
Two primary deficiencies in our food supply are magnesium and iodine. A
simple survey of friend and family will reveal that many believe they need
calcium. Calcium can be very dangerous when taken incorrectly of overloaded.

A simple, quick, and non-invasive quantum nutrition scan can
answer your questions as to what your body needs. A nutritional
plan does not have to include a depriving or boring diet. It could
be as simple as adding something more, reducing the in-take of a
specific favorite, or accessing top-quality water to support the
flushing of harmful chemicals in your microbiome.

• Trace Elements
• And more…

Too many diets have failed. Many hate
their diets and are feeling punished by it. If
you have asked the question of, “why isn’t
this diet working for me?” – we ask that
you look a little deeper and consider that it
is not a failure on your part at all. It just
may not be the correct diet for your body
needs. Not all diets are made equal.
If you feel like your are failing or if your diet
feels like a punishment or torturous event,
these experiences alone could negatively
impact all the hard work you have put into
caring for yourself. Before getting on any
diet, it is best to know exactly where your
body chemistry is and what your personal
needs are.

